AKT. 167]         GIVEN THE POTENTIAL, FIND THE BODY.
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remains  to  prove  by  integration  that  this   arrangement   does actually fulfil the given conditions.    The results of these integrations are supplied by Green's theorem.                             -<^-* , V    166.   Let us write <£ for the arbitrary function F in Green's theorem and let
D=i V0— (^] -^ as defined in Arts. 154 and 159.   Then the potential at 4r (     dn \ r'J     dn)
P when P is outside S is equal to that of a stratum of surface density D placed on S, and when P is inside 8, the potential at P exceeds that of the stratum by <}>(x, y, z). Let this stratum be included (with the sign of D changed) as part of the attracting system, the potential at a point outside 8 is then zero and at a point inside S the potential is 0. The proposed conditions are satisfied for the space S.
Treating the neighbouring space S' in the same way, we obtain an internal density determined as before by Poisson's equation and a superficial density which, when its sign is changed, is the same as that given by D except that the function 0 is replaced by ^ and the element dn of the normal is measured in the opposite direction.
Adding together the two superficial densities and remembering that <p and $ are equal at those points of the boundary which are common to 8 and /S", we observe that the first terms of each destroy each other. We therefore find for the density of the superficial stratum
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where dn and dri inside each compartment are measured towards the boundary, so that dn= - dn\ We notice that this law of density is independent of the position of P.
If the given potential <f> is infinite at any point A within the space S we must suppose that a finite quantity Q of attracting matter is situated at A (Art. 101). The quantity Q may be found by enclosing A within a small sphere and using Gauss' theorem, 4:TrQ=$Fd<r. If the potential is infinite along a curve, the line density may be found by enclosing an elementary arc within the sphere.         /
/ 167. Ex. 1. The potential at a point Q is 0=2^ (b2 - a2), ^ = |-TT (362 - ?*2 - 2a3/r) or X=|-TT (bs~as)/r, according as the distance r of Q from the origin is less than a, lies between a and b, or is greater than b. Find the attracting system.
Considering the space in which r is less than a, we see that both the volume density and the part of the surface density d^j^irdn are zero.
Considering the space in which r lies between a and b, the volume density is
found by substituting in />=-^-. -pr> Art. 108, and is equal to unity.    The
part of the superficial density found by substituting in d^j^irdn is zero at the inner boundary and - (63 - a3)/3&2 at the outer.
Lastly in the space in which r is greater than b, the volume density is zero and the part of the superficial density dxlkird)i=(W - a3)/3fc2.
Joining these together, we find that each of the two surface densities is zero and that the attracting body is a spherical shell of radii a aud b and unit density.
Ex. 2.   Find the attracting system whose potential V is equal to
fjL (1 — Lx~ — My^ — Nz^} at all points within the ellipsoid Lx2 + My'2 + Nz2=l and zero at all external points.
The system is a homogeneous ellipsoid whose density is /u,(L + M+N)/2ir,
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